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Innovation from ASUS, Evolution for your business.
More reliable, more flexible and more productive — ASUS Business Series makes your 
business more professional.

Fast-growing businesses have challenging IT needs that evolve rapidly. ASUS realizes the importance of quality, reliability and flexibility in 
today’s competitive environment, where productivity returns are the key benchmark for investment decisions. That’s why at ASUS, we never 
stop innovating. The ASUS Business Series has been developed with your business needs in mind —whatever they are, and however you 
prioritize them.
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About ASUS
ASUS is the world’s top 2 consumer notebook brand, and maker of the best motherboards available. ASUS 
designs and manufactures a diverse range of products as part of our relentless search for the incredible, 
including desktop PCs, displays, graphics cards, netbooks, networking devices, servers, smartphones and 
tablets. Design thinking and a commitment to putting user needs first drive everything ASUS creates. We’ve 
revolutionized the PC industry with the Eee PC™, and our products won 4,256 awards in 2013. ASUS employs 
more than 12,500 people around the world and our leading R&D team has some 3,800 engineers. Company 
revenue for 2012 was approximately US$14billion.

According to the recently-released IDC Q4 2012 report, ASUS reached the top 2 spot in consumer notebooks, 
and is top 3 in overall notebook PC sales, if counting commercial and organizational segments.

WORLD’S NO. 1 MOTHERBOARD BRAND
ASUS has shipped more than 420 million motherboards since 1989. One in every three PCs sold worldwide in 2010 had an ASUS mother-
board. As motherboards are the very foundation of PC quality and reliability, you can be sure that ASUS always offers the best. 

TOP-RATED IN QUALITY AND SERVICE
ASUS strives for perfection in all products, and we consistently win awards for quality and innovation. This is reflected in the top ranking we 
attained for product and customer service from the Wall Street Journal Asia.

GLOBAL TOP 5 IN WORLDWIDE PC* SHIPMENTS
ASUS performed consistently even in a declining market, the company maintained its market share in terms of PC units shipped worldwide 
in 2013 to maintain its position as a Global Top 5.

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

*PCs include Desktops, Portables, Ultraslim Notebooks, Workstations and do not include handhelds, x86 Servers and Tablets (i.e. iPad, Tablets with detachable keyboard running 

either Windows or Android). Data for all vendors are reported for calendar periods.

Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly PC Tracker, January 9, 2014

http:// www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS24595914

*
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ASUS Business Notebooks
Work better, work confidently, anywhere.

Shock test Keyboard durability test

Spill-resistant keyboard Transportation test

Strong hinge test Acoustic test

High pressure test Robust triple protection

anti-shock hard drive

EMI test Enhanced drop test

Twist test Altitude test

Top Reliability
Business and organization users demand higher standards and greater reliability, so all ASUS notebooks are 
strictly quality-tested to much higher industry standards. They are proven to be highly durable in drop tests, 
hinge cycle tests, and panel pressure tests. They also ship with an anti-shock hard drive that includes a triple 
protection mechanism to ensure data is always safe.

Mobility is the key to your company’s dynamic business environment. Many businesses realize that mobility 
enables business momentum by creating greater efficiency and productivity that drives growth. ASUS realizes 
customers have different ideas about what mobility can do for them. With the ASUS Notebook family you can 
match your mobility needs to a product that delivers the right combination of reliability, quality and unique 
ease of use features in a wide range of form factors. Whether on the road, or at your desk, ASUS notebooks 
maximize the benefits of mobile computing.

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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Enhanced productivity
Stylish good looks aside, the ASUS notebooks use the latest components and technologies to deliver all the 
power and performance your business demands today, coupled with all the flexibility and scalability it needs 
to meet the challenges of tomorrow.

Powerful new generation Intel® Processors
Powerful 4th generation Intel® CoreTM  Processors. With or without managed IT environments, professionals can implement added security 
alongside intelligent performance. 

*Have to configure before fabricating. 

USB 3.0 and USB Charger+ offer 10X speeds and quick device charging
ASUS notebooks ship with USB 3.0 as standard, delivering up to ten times the transfer speeds of USB 2.0. ASUS USB Charger+ software 
easily charges smartphones, media players, and other portable devices even when notebooks are powered off or in sleep/hibernate modes 
in a fraction of the time it would normally take.

Best user experiences
Starting with people and understanding what users think, feel, and do is how we design ASUS notebooks. 
We believe business notebooks should be more mobile, powerful, easier and comfortable to use, so ASUS 
combines a variety of great functions into a lightweight device.

True-comfort keyboard and precision touchpad
Business places great importance on keyboards, as they are vital for professional communications. ASUS engineers have fine-tuned the  
keyboard, providing better tactile feedback and key travel. The touchpad has also been optimized, maintaining high precision while offering a 
bigger touch surface. These enhancements give business users a superior productivity-enhancing experience.

Quieter computing with Power4Gear quiet office mode
ASUS Power4Gear software provides an easy way to control notebook power profiles, with four selectable modes accessed via the us-
er-friendly interface. As well as Auto mode, there is a quiet office mode that allows the system to fully self-adjust fan speeds in order minimise 
noise, providing a more comfortable user experience and a quieter working environment.

Worldwide services
ASUS guarantees all notebooks with free repairs and component replacement as needed within the warranty period. In addition, ASUS interna-
tional warranties makes sure your investment is protected even if you relocate, with support centers in 55 countries. This is the ASUS pledge 
of quality and customer satisfaction, wherever you might be.

ASUS Transformer Book Series are beautiful ultraportables that are also Windows tablets. Detach or flip the 
tablet to work and play anywhere, while still enjoying the comfortable keyboard, smart gesture-enabled 
touchpad and advanced connectivity. Style, power and convenience - Transformer Book Series gives you it all!

HIgh-definition IPS display

If you think you know beautiful, behold Transformer Book series’ capacitive multi-touch display. With a 16:9 ratio, 1366 x 768-pixel 

HD resolution and in-plane switching (IPS) technology, you’ll enjoy bright, vivid images from literally any angle - that’s 178 degrees of 

viewing clarity!

High specs appeal

Experience outstanding performance from the latest Intel® processors. You’ll multitask seamlessly and get more done in less time. 

Transformer Book series also delivers exceptional graphics performance - with Intel HD graphics that are faster then ever before!

ASUS Transformer Book Series
The ultraportable designed to surprise

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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T100TA-DK026H / DK047H / DK050H / DK064H

• Intel® Atom™ Processor Z3775 (Quad-Core)

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• Integrated Intel® HD Graphics (Gen7)

• 10.1” 16:9 IPS HD (1366x768) display, multi-touch screen

• 2GB DDR3 RAM

• 64GB eMMC (tablet) + 500GB HDD (dock)

• 1.2MP Camera

• Bluetooth 4.0, Wi-Fi

• Supports USB 3.0

• 26.3 (W) x 17.1 (D) x 2.36 ~ 2.45 (H) cm

• 1.15 kg (with 2 cell battery) / 0.55 kg (tablet) / 0.60 kg (dock)

• Microsoft Office Home & Student 2013

• 1 Year Global Warranty Upgradable to 3 Years Local Warranty

• Gray / White / Red

TP300LD-DW012H

• Intel® Core™ i5-4210U Processor, 1.7GHz 

  (3M Cache up to 2.7GHz)

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• NVIDIA® GeForce® 820 2GB DDR3 VRAM

• 13.3” 16:9 IPS HD (1366 x 768) display, multi touch screen

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD

• HD web camera

• Bluetooth 4.0, Wi-Fi

• Supports USB 3.0

• 32.9 (W) x 22.5 (D) x 1.90 ~ 2.20 (H) cm

• 1.75 kg (with 3 cell battery)

• Microsoft Office 2013 Trial

• McAfee Internet Security 2012

• 1 Year Global Warranty Upgradable to 3 Years Local Warranty

TP300LA-DW060H

• Intel® Core™ i3-4030U Processor, 1.9 GHz (3M Cache)

• Windows 8.1 Professional  

• Integrated Intel® HD Graphics 4400

• 13.3” 16:9 LED Backlit (1366x768) display, 

  multi-touch screen

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

 • 500GB HDD

• HD web camera

• Bluetooth 4.0, Wi-Fi

• Supports USB 3.0

• 32.6(W) x 23.2(D) x 1.90 ~ 2.20 (H) cm

• 1.75 kg (with 3 cell battery)

• Microsoft Office 2013 Trial

• McAfee Internet Security 2012

• 1 Year Global Warranty Upgradable to 3 Years Local Warranty

T200TA-CP004H

• Intel® Atom™ Processor Z3775 (Quad-Core)

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• Integrated Intel® HD Graphics (Gen7)

• 11.6” 16:9 IPS HD (1366x768) with multi-touch screen

• 2GB DDR3 RAM

• 32GB eMMC (tablet) + 500GB HDD (dock)

• 1.2MP Camera

• Bluetooth 4.0, Wi-Fi

• Supports USB 3.0

• 30.5 (W) x 20.0(D) x 2.60 ~ 2.60 (H) cm

• 1.15 kg (with 2 cell battery) / 0.55 kg (tablet) / 0.60 kg (dock)

• Microsoft Office Home & Student 2013

• 1 Year Global Warranty Upgradable to 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS Transformer Book T100

Key features :

• Fast Intel quad-core processor and USB 3.0

• Full Microsoft Office Home and Student bundled

• Up to 11 hours battery life for all-day mobility

2-in-1 ultraportable laptop with tablet

ASUS Transformer Book Flip

Key features :

• High performance touchscreen laptop with discrete graphics*

  and responsive ergonomic keyboard

• A quick fllip lets you share presentations, photos or

  documents interactively

• Accurate and precise HD touch screen

Laptop with 360 degrees rotating touchscreen

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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T300CHI-FL008P

• Intel® Core™ M-5Y71 Processor, 1.2GHz (4M Cache, up to 2.9 GHz)

• Windows 8.1 Professional (64bit)

• 12.5”, LED Back-lit, Ultra Slim B 400nits, FHD 1920x1080 16:9, Touch

• 8GB DDR3 RAM

• 128 ISSD

• HD web camera

• 802.11agn+Bluetooth 4.0 (Dual band)

• USB2.0 to Micro USB3.0 Cable & Micro USB3.0 to USB3.0*2 Dongle & Stylus

• 31.7(W) x 19.1(D) x 0.91 ~ 1.60 (H) cm

• 1.45 kg (with cell battery) / 0.75 kg (tablet) / 0.70 kg (dock)

• Microsoft Office 2013 Trial

• Power2Go

• McAfee Internet Security 2012

• 1 Year Global Warranty Upgradable to 3 Years Local Warranty

T300CHI-FLO16P

• Intel® Core™ M-5Y10 Processor (4M Cache, up to 2.0 GHz)

• Windows 8.1 Professional (64bit)

• 12.5”, LED Back-lit, Ultra Slim B 400nits, FHD 1920x1080 16:9, Touch

• 4GB DDR3 RAM 

• 128 ISSD

• HD web camera

• 802.11agn+Bluetooth 4.0 (Dual band)

• USB2.0 to Micro USB3.0 Cable & Micro USB3.0 to USB3.0*2 Dongle & Stylus

• 31.7(W) x 19.1(D) x 0.91 ~ 1.60 (H) cm

• 1.45 kg (with cell battery) / 0.75 kg (tablet) / 0.70 kg (dock)

• Microsoft Office 2013 Trial

• Power2Go

• McAfee Internet Security 2012

• 1 Year Global Warranty Upgradable to 3 Years Local Warranty

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

Let’s admit it: carrying both a tablet and a laptop is a nuisance. Chi is a 2-in-1, which means exactly what it says - it’s a Windows 

laptop with a keyboard that detaches, turning it into a Windows tablet. Two devices, in one beautiful package. It’s a simple idea that’s 

elegant and convenient, too. Need to work? It’s a powerful laptop. Time to relax? Detach the keyboard and it’s a handy tablet. No fuss, 

no hassle.

Mobility without bounds

The razor-thin and ultra-light Chi 2-in-1 lets you do whatever you want, wherever you need it, with total freedom to choose how you 

want to do it.

Inner power, outer beauty

The sleek all-aluminum design with its diamond-cut edges emphasizes the inner power provided by the latest Intel® processors and 

ASUS-exclusive software. Chi is power. Chi is beauty.

ASUS Transformer Book Chi
Razor-thin tablet, powerful laptop in one

* Coming soon. Inquire with authorized ASUS resellers.

ASUS Transformer Book Chi
Razor-thin tablet, powerful laptop in one.

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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ASUSPro Business 
Desktop PCs
Eco-friendly, Reliability, and Performance

ASUSPRO Business desktop PCs fulfill all your business needs. The ASUS desktop PCs feature the latest 4th 
generation Intel® Core™ processors, the one-stop ASUS Business Manager for enhanced system management 
and security, and a tool-less access design for easy upgrade and maintenance. The space saving and energy 
efficient PC easily, fit into any office environment. Renowned for its reliability, ASUSPRO Business desktops 
are the ideal business solution.

Enterprise-Level  Management
Management is made easier with ASUSPRO desktop PCs. ASUS desktop management solutions help 
you streamline routine desktop update tasks, and allows Management Information System (MIS) staff 
to remotely control and manage company assets, making sure all computers perform at peak efficiency. 
Save your organization time and money by choosing ASUSPRO desktop PCs.

Intel® vPro™ Technology
Optimized with 4th generation Intel® Core® vPro™ processor family, ASUSPRO desktops support Intel® vPro™ technology and 
Intel® Stable Image Platform Program (SIPP) for remote manageability and reduced the total cost of ownership. Intel® vPro™ 
technology provides a framework that allows IT to be more proactive by having more PCs managed per technician.

ASUS Business Manager
ASUS Business Manager is a set of program utilities for performing maintenance and optimization tasks to PCs. This software 
package features a one-page interface to access system monitoring tools, BIOS updates, USB Blocker data movement controls, 
and energy-saving controllers.

ASUS Asset Management
ASUS inventory solutions, powered by Altiris Technology of Symantec, reduce the costs of identifying and managing devices 
throughout your business. Easily track hardware information, installed software packages, and operating system settings for 
all IT assets throughout their lifecycle. Data is normalized, consolidated, and secured in a central repository, enabling detailed 
reporting of asset information from the convenience of a centralized web console.

ASUS Remote Management
ASUS remote control management provides an easy way for your enterprise’s MIS staff to control and manage company as-
sets. The MIS can remotely update BIOS, adjust the level of authorization, and check the Desktop Management Interface (DMI) 
information of individual PCs.

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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Rock-Solid  Security
Information and database security is always a priority for businesses. ASUSPRO business desktop PCs feature 
software and hardware solutions that ensure your confidential data is kept safe and secure.

Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

Onboard TPM offers a protected and encapsulated micro-controller security chip for safeguarding internal data structures against real 

world threats. This ensures that information like keys, passwords, and digital certificates remains safe from external attacks, physical 

theft, and other types of intrusion.

UEFI BIOS

UEFI BIOS is a graphical, mouse-controlled interface that lets you easily change system settings and enable advanced features like HDD 

password protection, as well as USB 3.0 port and card reader activation.

Chassis Intrusion Alert

Raises special security alerts when the case has been opened, further ensuring the safety of components and data.

Kensington Lock Slot and Padlock Slot

ASUS business desktop PCs come with a Kensington lock and padlock slot for additional asset management and security, keeping your 

hardware and confidential data inside well protected.

Enhanced  Productivity
ASUSPRO business desktop PCs allow you to do more. Powered by the latest Intel® processors, ASUS desktop 
PCs provide easy multitasking and enhanced performance to boost your business. It gives you the capacity for 
increased desktop workspace on up to three independent displays without the need for extra VGA cards and 
features a tool-less access chassis design for easy upgrades and expandability.

Increase Your Desktop Workspace with Three Independent Displays

ASUS desktop PCs support up to three independent displays without the need for an additional VGA card.

Tool-less chassis access for easy upgrade and maintenance

ASUS desktop PCs  feature front-facing vents, a top power button, an HDD indicator, and an easy-access design for simple 

maintenance and upgrades

Rich array of I/O ports for a myriad of business peripherals

ASUS desktop PCs feature a modular design that offers more flexible support for hard drives, RAM, PCI cards, and USB devices — ideal 

for ever-expanding businesses. The serial and parallel ports are both optional, freeing up PCI slots for additional upgrades. 

Free ASUS WebStorage

Share PowerPoint or Word documents and other files with up to 100GB  of free ASUS WebStorage space for 1 years, and wirelessly 

share your files across multiple devices. A keyword search helps you find the relevant files in no time.

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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Eco-Friendly Desktops
ASUSPRO business desktop PCs are built with the environment in mind. Exclusive technologies help ASUS 
desktops optimizes energy use to meet the industry’s highest environmental certifications. ASUS desktops 
save the environment while lowering your operating costs.

Energy-saving EPU Technology

The exclusive ASUS Energy Processing Unit (EPU) is the world’s first energy saving controller for PCs, optimizing efficiency by detecting 

real time CPU loads to maintain system stability and ensuring component longevity.

Control power consumption with Power Manager

ASUS Power Manager automatically switches the PC to sleep or hibernation modes, and you can also set the time for it to shut down the 

hard drive. It also helps optimize system efficiency by selecting different energy modes to help prolong product and component lifespan.

Certificated Energy Efficiency

The energy-efficient ASUSPRO desktop PCs protect the environment while helping lower your businesses’ operating costs. These 

eco-friendly workstations are recipients of some of the industry’s highest environmental certifications including ENERGY STAR and 

EPEAT® Gold.

*EPEAT may vary by model. Find more about EPEAT on http://www.epeat.net/

*Reprinted from www.pcmag.com with permission.  © 2014 Ziff Davis, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.  

Quality You Can Trust
ASUS business Desktops -- Most recommended Windows desktop brand

Innovation, design and reliability are at the heart of all ASUS computers. Winning Readers’ Choice for overall satisfaction for the second year 

in a row, and for the third successive year in the home category, is proof that ASUS is better at delivering what customers want than rival 

Windows desktop PC companies. As PCMag.com says*: “If you want a Windows desktop PC, ASUS is the best choice”.

Ensuring Quality

Each ASUSPRO business desktop PC is tested to extremes to ensure guaranteed quality throughout the product lifespan, from the factory all 

the way to your hands.

Ensures that both the unit and its 
components are able to cope with the 
bumps and knocks that come with long 
distance road transport.

Different line voltage and frequency 
tests ensure your desktop works with 
various international power standards.

Ensures the unit and its components 
are able to withstand the harshest 
conditions imaginable.

Ensures that your ASUSPRO desktop 
gives you a quiet and comfortable 
working environment even under 
extreme CPU loads.

All ports are tested to ensure connections 
remain secure after years of use.

Vibration Test Line Voltage and Frequency Test Temperature and Humidity Test 

Noise Test Port Test

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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Essential Series
The affordable and reliable ASUSPRO Essential business desktops are specially customized for the bud-
get-conscious SMB or SOHO. They make light work of business tasks and come with built-in management 
solutions as well as a tool-less access design for easy upgrades and expandability. They are the perfect tools to 
help you grow your business.

Key features :

• ASUS Business Manager – One-stop management and security

• Tool-less access design for easy upgrade and expandability

• Built-in COM and parallel port

• Rich I/O ports including USB 3.0, COM and parallel ports, VGA and HDMI-out

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS BP1AD-I34160541F

• Intel® Core™ i3-4160 processor

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 96 x 403 x 350mm

• 11 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS BP1AD-I5444S4400

• Intel® Core™ i5-4440S processor

• Dos

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 96 x 403 x 350mm

• 11 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS BP1AD-I341605400

• Intel® Core™ i3-4160 processor

• Dos

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 96 x 403 x 350mm

• 11 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS D310MT-I5446S0480

• Intel® Core™ i5-4460S

• Dos

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm 

• 180 x 350 x 390mm

• 8.6 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS D510MT-I74790060F

• Intel® Core™ i7-4790

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 8GB DDR3 RAM

• 1TB HDD, 7200rpm

• 180 x 364 x 393.5mm

• 11 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS D310MT-I5446S043F

• Intel® Core™ i5-4460S

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 1TB HDD, 7200rpm

• 180 x 350 x 390mm

• 8.6 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS D310MT-G3250044F

• Intel® Pentium® G3250

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 2GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 180 x 350 x 390mm

• 8.6 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS D310MT-G32500450

• Intel® Pentium® G3250

• Dos

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 180 x 350 x 390mm

• 8.6 kgs 

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional Display

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

All-in-One Series
ASUS All-in-One PCs come with wall-mountable ultra-slim designs, intuitive multi-touch screens, and are ENERGY 
STAR and EPEAT® Gold-certified. With optional Intel® vPro™ Technology, TPM security chip and NFC modules, 
ASUS All-in-One PCs are ideal for a wide range of uses – from offices, to school computer labs, all the way to 
POS machines and self-serve kiosks.

All-in-One series key features :

• Space-saving, VESA-mount compatible design

• Multi-touch screen: Up to 10-point touch

• Wide array of I/O ports that include USB 3.0, COM ports, D-sub and HDMI out

• Supports ASUS Business Manager, Intel vPro Technology and TPM security chip

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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• Intel® Core™ i5-4460S processor

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• NVIDIA® GT740M (1GB)

• 23” Full HD 1920x1080 LED 

  multi-touch

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 1TB HDD, 7200rpm

• 596 x 421 x 223 mm (WxHxD)

• 12 kg

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local warranty

• Intel® Celeron® 1017U Processor

• Dos

• Intel® HD Graphics

• 15.6´´HD+ 1366x768 LED 

  single touch

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 320GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 407.4 x 336.6 x 42.5 mm (WxHxD)

• 3.5 kg

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local warranty

• Intel® Celeron® 1017U Processor

• Dos

• Intel® HD Graphics

• 15.6´´HD+ 1366x768 LED-backlit      

  single touch

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 320GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 407.4 x 336.6 x 42.5 mm (WxHxD)

• 3.3 kg

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local warranty

ET2311INTH-BF001T ET1612IUTS-BD002M ET1612IUTS-WD001M

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

• Intel® Core™ i5-4460T processor

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• Intel® HD Graphics 

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 1TB HDD, 7200rpm

• 20´´HD+ (1600x900) LED

• 496 x 371 x 22.56 mm (WxHxD)

• 6.3 kg

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

A4310-B025T

• Intel® Core™ i3-4150T processor

• Dos

• Intel® HD Graphics

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 20´´HD+ (1600x900) LED

• 496 x 371 x 22.56 mm (WxHxD)

• 6.3 kg

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

A4310-B167M

• Intel® Core™ i3-4150T processor

• Windows 8.1 Professional

• 4GB DDR3 RAM

• 500GB HDD, 7200rpm

• 20´´HD+ (1600x900) LED

• 496 x 371 x 22.56 mm (WxHxD)

• 6.3 kg

• Keyboard & Mouse

• ASUS web storage 100GB for 1 year

• Optional On-Site Service

• 3 Years Local Warranty

A4310-BB003T

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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Imagine all the functionalities of a traditional desktop PC in a chic, compact box with a footprint slightly larger 
than a standard DVD jewel case, Meet the ASUS Vivo PC.

Powered by an Intel®  processor and featuring SonicMaster technology, VivoPC paves the way for a complete 
day-to-day computing and true-to-life cinematic multimedia experience. Sit back and enjoy as its built-
in 802.11ac Wi-Fi gives you speeds up to three times faster than standard wireless-N speeds and stable 
connections for online Web surfing, media streaming, and online gaming.

Mini yet powerful

Don’t judge VivoPC by its size. It provides performance as your traditional desktop PC. From plowing through spreadsheets to enjoying 

viral videos, VIvoPC makes light work of these tasks.

Store everything. Share anything.

Upgrade easily your access storage, hard drive and memory so you can upgrade anytime.

Faster Wi-Fi speeds and wireless control

Connect more smoothly with the latest 802.11ac dual band Wi-Fi. Present wirelessly with Wi-Fi GO! technology that gives you full 

control over VivoPC without having to get up from your seat - it turns your smartphone or tablet into a remote control where you can 

access VIvoPC through the remote desktop function and virtual keyboard or mouse.  

Chic and elegant design

Mountable at the back of your LCD so you can use your workspace more effciently.

ASUS VivoPC
Don’t be boxed in by convention

VM42

• Intel® Celeron 2957U

• Windows 8.1 with Bing

• Intel® HD Graphics 4000

• 2GB DDR3 RAM (Upgradable)

• 500GB (Dual Bay)

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• Wireless Keyboard and Mouse

• SonicMaster 

• WiFi GO

• Dual Bay

• VESA mountable

• 3 Years Local Warranty

VM62

• Intel® i3 4030U

• Windows 8.1 Single Language

• Intel® HD Graphics 4400

• 4GB DDR3 RAM (Upgradable)

• 500GB (Dual Bay)

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• Wireless Keyboard and Mouse

• SonicMaster 

• WiFi GO

• 4K capability

• Dual Bay

• VESA mountable

• 3 Years Local Warranty

VM62i5

• Intel® i5 4210U

• Windows 8.1 Single Language

• Intel® HD Graphics 4400

• 8GB DDR3 RAM (Upgradable)

• 1TB (Dual Bay)

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• Wireless Keyboard and Mouse

• SonicMaster 

• WiFi GO

• 4K capability

• Dual Bay

• VESA mountable

• 3 Years Local Warranty

VM62N

• Intel® i3 4030U

• Windows 8.1 Single Language

• NVIDIA® Geforce 820M 1GB

• 4GB DDR3 RAM (Upgradable)

• 500GB (Dual Bay)

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• Wireless Keyboard and Mouse

• SonicMaster 

• WiFi GO

• 4K capability

• Dual Bay

• VESA mountable

• 3 Years Local Warranty

VM62i5

• Intel® i5 4210U

• Windows 8.1 Single Language

• NVIDIA® Geforce 820M 1GB

• 8GB DDR3 RAM (Upgradable)

• 1TB (Dual Bay)

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• Wireless Keyboard and Mouse

• SonicMaster 

• WiFi GO

• 4K capability

• Dual Bay

• VESA mountable

• 3 Years Local Warranty

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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ASUS Chromebox
Chromebox gives you secure access to Chrome Web Store with thousands of apps designed to make your ev-
eryday life easier. Access your favorite Google apps straight out of the box as Gmail, Google Drive and YouTube 
are built-in! 

Free Google Drive storage

With every Chromebox you receive 100GB of free Google Drive space. You’ll always have access to the files you need as well as your 

favorite Google services. Simply enter your login information for your Gmail account to access the cloud anytime, anywhere! You can 

easily and conveniently share photos, videos, documents and various files as well as back up those important files and documents for 

later viewing.

* 100GB of free storage is for 2 years, starting on the date you redeem the Drive offer.  * Learn more:https://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/devices/goodies.html

Fast, simple, secure

ASUS Chromebox with Chrome OS takes the stress out of updates and anti-virus software. With automatic updates you’ll always 

have the latest software. Built-in virus protection is ready to protect you against viruses and malware. Setting up Chromebox is as easy 

as logging in to your Google account. Add extra users if you want – everyone’s data is kept separately, securely and safely.

Easy management

The web-based management console provides customization settings for applications, services and Chrome OS to each user account 

and device across an organization’s departments. Set which applications and services are made available to particular users. Chrome 

management console can even configure them specifically for different departments or groups. It will let you easily manage thousands of 

Chrome devices. 

* The Chrome management console is sold separately. 

HD video conferencing

Chromebox for meetings includes an ASUS Chromebox powered by a 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor, a Full HD 1080p video 

camera, a combined microphone and speaker unit, a user friendly remote control, a cable accessory kit, and a software package. 

* The video conferencing is sold separately.  * More information, please link to http://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/business/solutions/for-meetings.html

Key features :

• 4th gen Intel processor deliver the best performance for Chrome OS

• Dual-band Wireless-N, HDMI and DisplayPort, supports up to 4k playback

• Lightweight, small form design that supports VESA mount

• Chrome OS for a simplified, secure web experience

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

Chromebox for Meeting CN6013 CN60 Celeron

• Intel® Core™ i7-4600U

• Chrome OS

• Intel® HD 4400 Graphics

• 16GB M.2 (NGFF) SSD

• Up to 4GB, Dual Channel DDR3

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• 1 - Card reader (SD/MMC)

• Chromebox Wireless Keyboard and mouse

• FREE 2 years WebStorage with Google

• Meeting kit

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• Intel® Core™ i3-4010U

• Chrome OS

• Intel® HD 4400 Graphics

• 16GB M.2 (NGFF) SSD

• Up to 4GB, Dual Channel DDR3

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• 1 - Card reader (SD/MMC)

• Chromebox Wireless Keyboard and mouse

• FREE 2 years WebStorage with Google

• Critix ready

• 4K capability

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• Intel® Celeron™ 2955U

• Chrome OS

• Intel® HD 4000 Graphics

• 16GB M.2 (NGFF) SSD

• Up to 4GB, Dual Channel DDR3

• 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth V4.0

• 1 - Card reader (SD/MMC)

• Chromebox Wireless Keyboard and mouse

• FREE 2 years WebStorage with Google

• Critix ready

• 3 Years Local Warranty

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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ASUS Business Monitors
World-class Display Solutions for Discerning Businesses

Designed with professionals in mind, the versatility, usability and reliability of ASUS business monitors makes them 
the ideal partner for your business. When it comes to displays, stunning high-resolution screens and superb picture 
quality are vital, but for businesses, service and support are equally important. ASUS always prioritizes customer 
satisfaction, providing premium-quality products with industry-leading after-sales service. All ASUS business monitors are 
subjected to stringent reliability and quality testing to ensure they are of outstanding quality and meet or exceed all reg-
ulatory requirements. In keeping with the company-wide Green ASUS philosophy, all ASUS monitors meet or surpass 
accepted industry environmental standards, helping business to achieve a lower total cost of ownership (TCO) without 
compromising on product quality.

Essential Series     
Lower Cost of Ownership, With No-compromise Quality

The ASUS Essential Series is an affordable option for businesses in need of capable but highly cost-effective display solutions. This series 
provides outstanding value and low total cost of ownership (TCO) over their lifetime, thanks to their affordable pricing and up to 25% power 
savings compared to standard models. 
The Essential Series is available in a range of sizes and aspect ratios, making them suitable for a wide range of applications. The ASUS Essen-
tial Series has an eco-friendly design with low power consumption that helps reduce running costs. All monitors are certified to the highest 
environment standards, and are fully EPEAT, Energy Star, and RoHS certified.

key features :

• A wide selection of screen sizes from 19 to 23 inches

• Compliant with the highest environmental 

  standards — work greener

• ASUS VividPixel Technology provides crystal-clear 

  and detailed visuals

• Eco-friendly design with up to 25% power savings

VS197DE Monitor VS207DE Monitor VS228NE Monitor

• 18.5” Wide Screen (16:9) 1366x768

• WLED/TN Panel

• 80,000,000:1

• 5ms Response Time

• Signal Input: DVI-D & D-Sub)

• Splendid™ Video Intelligence 

  Technology

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 19.5” Wide Screen (16:9) 1600x900

• WLED/TN Panel

• 80,000,000:1 ASCR

• 5ms Response Time

• Signal Input: D-Sub

• Splendid™ Video Intelligence 

  Technology

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 21.5” Wide Screen (16:9) 1960x1080

• WLED/TN Panel

• 50,000,000:1 ASCR

• 5ms Response Time

• Signal Input: DVI-D & D-Sub

• Splendid™ Video Intelligence 

  Technology

• 3 Years Local Warranty

VS229NA Monitor VS239H Monitor VX239H Monitor

• 21.5” Wide Screen (16:9) 1920x1080

• WLED/IPS Panel

• 80,000,000:1 ASCR

• 178° (H) / 178° (V) Viewing Angle

• 5ms (GTo) Response Time

• Signal Input: DVI-D & D-Sub

• Splendid™ Video Intelligence 

  Technology

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 23.0” Wide Screen (16:9) 1920x1080

• IPS Panel

• 50,000,000:1 ASCR

• 178° (H) / 178° (V) Viewing Angle

• 14ms Response Time

• Signal Input: HDMI, D-Sub, DVI-D

• AV Audio Input: HDMI

• Earphone jack: 3.5mm Mini-Jack 

  (for HDMI Only)

• Splendid™ Video Intelligence Technology

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 23.0” Wide Screen (16:9) 1920x1080

• AH-IPS Panel

• 80,000,000:1 ASCR

• 178° (H) / 178° (V) Viewing Angle

• 5ms (GTo) Response Time

• Signal Input: HDMI / MHL x 2, D-Sub

• AV & PC Audio Input: 3.5mm Mini-Jack, HDMI

• Earphone jack: 3.5mm Mini-Jack 

• Splendid™ Video Intelligence Technology

• 3 Years Local Warranty

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

The Asus MX279H not only projects your images on screen 
amazingly, it’s quite a stunner on its own as well.

The MX279H is truly gorgeous in terms of design and its 
resolution is full HD at 1920 x 1080. One of the other things I like 
is the bundled HDMI to DVI cable with adapter. And because its 
borderless design, it’s perfect for multi monitor setups.

MX279H

VX239H

VX279HPG278Q

VX239H

MX279H

The VX239H is a sleek, AH-IPS based display panel from ASUS 
that showed great performance across the border. We fancy its 
design and build quality, along with its panel’s performance that 
offering great color reproduction, good response time, and wide 
viewing angles. For an AH-IPS based 23” display, this is already 
a solid deal.

The VX239H is a sleek, AH-IPS based display panel from ASUS 
that showed great performance across the border. We fancy its 
design and build quality, along with its panel’s performance that 
offering great color reproduction, good response time, and wide 
viewing angles. For an AH-IPS based 23” display, this is already 
a solid deal.

Overall, we found that the ASUS VX279H provides a great viewing 
experience with a lot of useful image and video-enhancing 
features.

The ASUS ROG Swift PG278Q is the best gaming monitor that 
we’ve tested so far. Its sturdy yet sleek physique, 144Hz refresh 
rate, 1ms response time, and G-SYNC feature bring about a great 
gaming experience.

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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PB298Q Panoramic Monitor

PB278Q Monitor

PA279Q Monitor

PA248Q Monitor

PB287Q Monitor

• 29.0” Wide Screen (21:9) 2560x1080

• WLED/IPS Panel

• 80,000,000:1 ASCR

• 178° (H) / 178° (V) Viewing Angle

• Display Colors: 16.7m (real 8bit)

• 5ms (Gray to Gray) Response Time

• Signal Input: HDMI, Dual-link DVI

• AV & PC Audio Input: 3.5mm Mini-Jack, HDMI

• Earphone jack: 3.5mm Mini-Jack 

• Splendid™ Video Intelligence Technology

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 27.0” (68.6cm) Wide Screen 

  (16:9) 2560x1440 (HDMI/DisplayPort/

  Dual-link DVI), 1920x1080 (D-sub)

• IPS Panel

• 100% (sRGB) Color Saturation

• 80000000:1 ASCR

• 0.233mm Pixel Pitch

• 100% (sRGB)

• 178°(H)/178°(V) Viewing Angle

• 5ms (Gray to Gray) Response Time

• LCD Zero Bright Dot Warranty

• Flicker Free

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 27.0” (68.47cm) Wide Screen 

  (16:9) 2560x1440

• 99% (Adobe RGB), 100% (sRGB), 120%

  (NTSC)

• AH-IPS Panel

• 100000000:1 ASCR

• 0.233mm Pixel Pitch

• 350 cd/m2 Brightness (Max)

• 178° (H)/178°(V) Viewing Angle

• 14ms Response Time 

• 1073.7M (10bit) Display Colors

• LCD Zero Bright Dot Warranty

• Flicker Free

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 24.1” (61.13cm) Wide Screen 

  (16:10) 1920x1200

• IPS Panel

• 100% (sRGB) Color Saturation

• 80000000:1 ASCR

• 0.270mm Pixel Pitch 

• 300 cd2 Brightness (Max)

• 178°(H)/178°(V) Viewing Angle

• 16.7M Display Colors 

• 6ms (Gray to Gray) Response Time

• LCD Zero Bright Dot Warranty

• Flicker Free

• 3 Years Local Warranty

• 28.0” (71.12cm) Wide Screen 

  (16:9) 3840x2160 at 60Hz (Display Port)

• PLS Panel / In-Plane Switching

• 100000000:1  ASCR

• 0.16mm Pixel Pitch

• 330 cd/m2 Brightness (Max)

• 170° (H)/160°(V) Viewing Angle

• 1ms (Gray to Gray) Response Time

• 1073.7M (10bit) Display Colors 

• LCD Zero Bright Dot Warranty

• Flicker Free

• 3 Years Local Warranty

Experience True-to-life Image Quality
Pre-calibrated and ready to go
Each ASUS Professional Series monitor is pre-calibrated at the factory to provide guaranteed industry-leading color accuracy.  To ensure the 

most accurate and consistent color reproduction, we carefully test each monitor to determine its color difference (∆E, pronounced ‘Delta E’), 

gamma response and grayscale tracking performance. Each monitor is then pre-calibrated to reduce the Delta E color difference value to 

less than 5.

Top color consistency and wide gamut for faithful color reproduction
ASUS Professional Series not only has the highest color accuracy, but also offers outstanding color space reproduction, with a wide gamut 

encompassing 99% Adobe RGB, 100% sRGB, and 120%* NTSC color spaces.  

* NTSC on CIE 1976 or 103% NTSC on CIE 1931 test standards. 

 

10-bit color for smoother gradations 
ASUS Professional Series monitors offer 10-bit display color for over one billion onscreen colors. In addition, the 14-bit internal lookup table 

(LUT) support gives smoother gradations and a more natural transition between hues.

 

An experience only 4K can deliver – phenomenal pixel-perfect detail 
Open your eyes to breathtaking levels of details with ASUS True 4K Business Monitors. Our True 4K Series monitors provide over 8 million 

pixels, four times the pixel density of standard Full HD displays for astonishingly detailed visuals – allowing you to experience more onscreen 

real estate and stunning image clarity that have to be seen to be believed. 

 

SplendidPlus™ Video Intelligence Technology
ASUS-exclusive SplendidPlus™ Video Intelligence Technology uses a color engine that automatically analyzes and determines what you’re 

working on or watching, and adjusts the display accordingly to ensure color accuracy and image fidelity. You can access different modes via 

a dedicated hotkey on the monitor.

 

Extend your viewing angles with A+ wide-viewing-angle displays 
The A+ wide-viewing-angle panels used in ASUS business monitors avoid any color shift or image degradation when viewing an image from 

ultra-wide angles or off-center. 

Professional Series
True Color, Truly Professional

The ASUS Professional Series monitors are designed for use where the highest color accuracy and 
image resolution are demanded. This series is ideal for all design workers and photographers, with 
factory pre-calibration and a wide color gamut (99% Adobe RGB, 100% sRGB, and 120% NTSC). 
These monitors are able to display much more vibrant colors than a typical office monitor, and exhibit 
lower color variation when switching between different image types and formats.

Thanks to the outstanding 4K/UHD resolution, this series is also ideal for tasks such as retouching 
where sharp image detail and high accuracy are required. With their ergonomic design, they are 
comfortable to use even for long periods.

key features :
•  Factory pre-calibration with outstanding ∆E (Delta E) figure 

•  Wide color gamut with flawless gradations 

•  Incredibly sharp, pixel-perfect images

•  6-axis independent color adjustment with uniformity compensation

•  Comprehensive connectivity for easy integration with  

    peripherals; integrated PiP & PbP functions

•  Ergonomic design for maximum comfort

•  1-year ZBD warranty

* Features may not be available in all products/ markets. Please check with ASUS sales or refer to www.asus.com for more information

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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www.asus.com/ph/Commercial/

ASUS recommends Windows 8 Pro.
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